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**Synopsis**

Like its namesake, Scarlet Letters
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**Customer Reviews**

I know Jack Cashill, as a gifted writer and as a person of great character in a world that no longer embraces truth tellers. He is a "participant observer", a person who lives amongst us while carefully reflecting on the no longer subtle changes in our mores right down to the very words we are now allowed to use or thoughts we are allowed to think. Everything he writes is done with substantial analysis in terms of his own self reflection and life experience as well as in the observations of esteemed others of expressed thought and opinion. I have not yet read this entire book but have read numerous excerpts and attended his most recent public introductory presentation for C-SPAN and I must say he hits a timely chord in the struggle for rational harmony in thought and deed in a modern society "progressing" rapidly to a totalitarian state like those of Doctor Zhivago, War and Peace, and Tale of Two Cities. It is a chilling America that in breakneck speed devolved to one that trades 5 terrorists for a traitor and deserter and abandons sanctions on a radical Islamic regime moving to full nuclear capability while also abandoning good US citizens, including a Christian pastor, military member, and a journalist rotting in foreign prisons. This is an America that wants to lynch a dentist for killing an African lion, while the Africans can only ask "Cecil who?", and a media that obsessively reports the outrage over the killing and dismemberment of said African lion while ho-humming "nothing to see here" killing, dismemberment, and sale of American babies’ parts by
Planned Parenthood medical staff negotiated over lunch with wine for sufficient revenue to buy herself a Lamborghini.
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